LinkDaddy® Rolls Out Domain Power Booster
Service for Small Business Owners
LinkDaddy Domain Power Booster Service
raises the domain authority of a business
website, helping it rank higher on search
engines like Google and Bing.
UNITED STATES, May 10, 2022
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Boosting the
domain authority of a website is
among the biggest challenges for SEO
specialists, and it gets harder when the
business website has restricted
content, graphics, outreach capability,
social presence, and the big dollars to
spend. Smaller businesses usually have
a basic website that struggles to find a
place in the upper hierarchy of the
search engine results. To address such
challenges, LinkDaddy has come up
with an ethical & effective, Domain
Power Booster service that is typically
suited for small business owners, with
an aim to help their business websites
engage more audiences, especially for
local and nearby search results.

Domain Power Booster

LinkDaddy®
There is every chance that brand
owners feel overwhelmed about
tracking their website’s domain
authority [DA]. Consider this—even a global marketplace like Amazon.com does not get the
perfect DA score of 100! Most businesses feel unsure about how DA affects their ranking on local
searches, and there is even more confusion about the perfect DA score. Few people realize that
the DA score is slightly subjective, it isn’t possible to always maintain the ideal DA score for every
keyword, and it is not put up by Google.

Domain Authority (DA) and Domain Rating (DR) are two very similar metrics where a higher score
indicates a more credible, high-authority website. High DA-DR sites are clearly preferred by
search engine algorithms. However, every website with a high DA or DR might not have
exceptional content or exponentially high traffic but all high-DA & DR sites are most likely to have
lots of high-authority domains linking back to them. The DA & DR scoring methods might be
slightly different but across the global SEO industry they are synonymous with a higher search
engine ranking potential of a site, and they are directly proportional to the health of a site’s
backlinking profile.
With this LinkDaddy gig, as a part of its end-to-end SEO solutions, businesses gain more online
visibility via white hat SEO practices. The service helps brands increase their DA and DR by using
a network of high-power websites that link back to the primary, business website.
A website’s domain strength cannot be built as a one-time task. It needs constant effort and just
using the most competed keywords or publishing high-quality content is not sufficient. When
done consistently, the domain-boosting exercise makes search engine majors like Google
understand that a particular domain is among the more authoritative resources in a particular
business segment/industry/vertical—highly effective for bringing high-intent, relevant traffic to
the website without depending on running expensive ad campaigns.
Unlike some digital marketing agencies that promise a sudden spike in the ranking performance
by backlinking to spammy sites or link farms, LinkDaddy takes the higher road. This means
investing real efforts in building an authentic backlinking profile that will uphold, boost, and raise
the DA in the present and near future. Rather than acquiring bulk links from just about any
referring domain, our team understands the market niche, and targeted audience, and uses this
data to link up more trustworthy and contextual websites.
LinkDaddy constantly grooms its database of referring domains, ensuring the customer’s
business website gets a healthy backlink profile. This is an ongoing exercise where we constantly
evaluate and identify portals for the quality and relevance of content. To put it simply, a business
website gets highlighted as a more credible online resource, as LinkDaddy continues to build an
ecosystem of authentic referring domains that link back, helping the website rank higher for
selected keywords/high-intent search terms.
Expect the LinkDaddy team to work relentlessly, updating its link-building strategy since SEO
trends can change very quickly. Businesses get the assurance of the latest link-building
strategies, using industry best practices. There is another, big differentiator—LinkDaddy
maintains one of the world’s biggest niche blog networks that provides access to hundreds of
relevant blogs, providing plenty of backlinking options from blogs for every industry and
business category and with the promise of DoFollow links.
Business owners can collaborate with the LinkDaddy team for things beyond the sole scope of
the DA-boosting project. For instance, the team can help site owners understand how the

website needs to be nurtured with keyword-rich, optimized content. They can identify web pages
with a poor backlinking score and provide clarity about issues such as how page authority is
different from domain authority. Other areas of teamwork include analyzing the internal linking
structure. At all times, customers get a detailed report to ensure transparency about the services
promised and the results delivered.
About LinkDaddy
Based out of Miami, Florida, LinkDaddy is a full-scale SEO services provider. The company
provides effective search engine optimization strategies & solutions to create more online
engagement for a brand. Whether it is a neighborhood business that wants to feature higher up
in the local search results or a startup pursuing a better ranking for its YouTube videos,
LinkDaddy provides customized packages for all SEO requirements. The agency provides end-toend backlinking services that include tier 1 backlinks, do-follow backlinks, Google Stack backlinks,
local SEO backlinks, and mass page website backlinks. Business owners can ask for LinkDaddy’s
domain power booster services with the confidence of legitimate, white hat SEO practices only.
With access to one of the world’s biggest niche blog networks, LinkDaddy can boost the
relevance of web pages and other digital assets, helping business websites rank higher for
different keywords and targeted locations. At all times, customers can opt for a no-obligation,
zero-cost Free Trial to understand the ethical link-building services and the different service
packages.
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